
 

New computational process allows
researchers to discern 3D makeup of tumors
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Barbara Engelhardt and her colleagues develop a new tool to align data from
tissue slices virtually, expanding possibilities for 3D analysis. Credit: Michael
Short/Gladstone Institutes

Imagine a few roughly cut slices of bread on a plate. With just those
slices, could you picture, in fine detail, the loaf they came from?

Now, imagine several thin slices of tissue from, say, a small tumor.
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You've tested which of several genes are active at every point across
each slice's length and width. With that two-dimensional data from just a
few slices, could you predict which of the genes are active throughout
the entire three-dimensional structure of the tumor? Not easy, right?

Discerning the 3D makeup of a tumor—or other tissue—using data from
just a few slices is a serious computational challenge. But a new method
developed at Gladstone Institutes enables researchers to do just that. This
approach, published in the journal Nature Methods, could allow for much
deeper understanding of biological tissue samples.

"Without that third dimension, you can miss a lot of what's happening in
tissue," says Gladstone Senior Investigator Barbara Engelhardt, Ph.D.,
senior author of the study. "Putting together slices in 3D space should
help us begin to answer questions for which 2D data falls short. For
instance, what are the precise boundaries of a tumor? Where have
immune cells infiltrated the tumor? Where in the tumor would be best to
inject a treatment?"

The new method, named Gaussian Process Spatial Alignment (GPSA), is
not just for tumors. It can be applied to nearly any kind of tissue and any
type of data obtained from tissue slices, such as the structure of cells or
which genes or proteins are switched on within them—with broad
implications for research and medicine.

Filling in the blanks

One of the most widely used ways to understand biological
tissue—whether from a patient with an illness or an animal in a lab—is
to surgically remove some of the affected tissue and analyze it. In labs
around the world, technicians may slice the removed tissue into thin
pieces to view under a microscope or to test for the presence of specific
molecules that could aid diagnosis, guide treatment, or hint at how well a
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drug is working.

However, the time, budget, and computational power needed to analyze
each slice means that researchers and doctors are often limited to just a
few slices from different parts of the tissue. What's more, tissue slices
become physically warped when they are cut, processed, and analyzed in
a lab, making it difficult to discern exactly how the slices line up and fit
together within the overall 3D structure of the original tissue.

"The first step in going from 2D slice data to a full, 3D picture of the
tissue is to computationally reverse warping so that we can realign the
slices in virtual space," says Engelhardt, who is also a professor in the
Department of Biomedical Data Science at Stanford University.

To address this challenge, the GPSA method uses what Engelhardt and
her team refer to as a two-layer Gaussian process. This statistical
approach harnesses data from the 2D tissue slices, and in the first layer,
fits the warped 2D slice onto a 3D model of the tissue. In the second
layer, GPSA attributes to each point in the 3D model some data
collected from the slice, such as what genes are turned on at that point.
In this way, GPSA reverses warping virtually and enables a highly
precise alignment of the slices.

During this process, the GPSA model fills in the spaces between slices
with predictions of gene or protein expression for every point throughout
the tissue, ultimately generating a 3D "atlas" of the tissue.

"Say you have four slices from different locations in a person's breast
cancer tumor, and for every point on each slice you know which of
20,000 genes are turned on or off," Engelhardt says. "GPSA creates a
fully query-able 3D atlas, where for any single 'x, y, z' coordinate, for
any of the 20,000 genes, we can dive in and ask: What genes are on and
off at this position in the tumor? And how certain are we in this
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estimate?"

A highly flexible framework

With GPSA, researchers can construct tissue atlases with data obtained
from slices of inconsistent sizes, using different technologies, and at
different scales and levels of resolution. While prior methods require the
3D scaffolds or "coordinate frameworks" to be pre-specified, GPSA
estimates this 3D framework from the 2D slices alone when a coordinate
framework for the tissue does not yet exist. The new method can also
combine multiple types of tissue-slice data—say, both information about
which genes are switched on and information about cellular
structure—into a single atlas.

In addition, when applied to slices taken from the same tissue at
different points in time, GPSA can generate atlases that predict how
every location within the tissue changes over time. In this way, the
technique could help deepen understanding of aging, how illnesses
progress, or how different tissues develop in a growing organism.

"Flexibility is one of the main strengths of our new tool," Engelhardt
says.

She and her team are now conducting analyses to further demonstrate
that flexibility. For instance, they have developed a method that could be
used by labs on a budget to determine the minimum number of tissue
slices needed—and the precise locations where those slices should be
cut—for GPSA to construct a tissue atlas with the desired information.

"The goal is to maximize the insights we can gain from tissue slices, in
order to allow researchers and clinicians to deeply query 3D tissues that
are well-studied or tumors that are unique to a patient, and ultimately
improve health care," Engelhardt says.
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  More information: Andrew Jones et al, Alignment of spatial genomics
data using deep Gaussian processes, Nature Methods (2023). DOI:
10.1038/s41592-023-01972-2
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